7,664

WOMEN STUDY AT TECH

80.2% with job offers or grad school acceptance by graduation

$69,000 median starting salary

96.9% female freshman retention rate

3.36 average first-year GPA

MOST POPULAR MAJORS FOR UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN

#1 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

#2 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

#3 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

#4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

#5 CHEMICAL & BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Georgia Tech has awarded more engineering degrees to females than any other school since 2007.
HANNAH
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Georgia Tech has helped me build confidence because it pushes me to my limits, shows me how much I can accomplish, challenges me to become a new person, and teaches me the value of perseverance. It has been such an honor to be built up with such amazing students around me, working together to fully reap the benefits of this school. That is why Georgia Tech is awesome — it is a place that is incredibly challenging but filled with opportunity.

SARA
Aerospace Engineering
Tech has helped me gain confidence in my role as an engineer. With the help of my professors and mentors, I’ve learned to channel my fascination with math and passion for exploring outer space into refining my technical, personal, and professional skills. In addition to adding knowledge and skills to my “academic tool belt,” Tech has also helped me define my personality.

ANNIE
International Affairs
Tech has helped me understand my full potential. Georgia Tech is a difficult school that pushes you academically. It helps you realize your strengths and how hard you can work. My work at Tech matters because I know that Georgia Tech has made a difference in the world, and I want to continue that tradition.

MEGAN
Business Administration
Tech has helped empower me to redefine my world. Being in an innovative community that challenges the status quo has been both a stimulating and humbling experience. I couldn’t be more thankful for having the resources necessary to tackle global issues, such as literacy inequality, as well as the campuswide encouragement that got me to where I am today. Go Jackets!

Women in Sports
Club- and varsity-level opportunities include:
- Gymnastics
- Equestrian
- Rugby
- Ultimate Frisbee
- Soccer
- Crew
- Lacrosse
- Basketball
- Cross Country
- Track and Field
- Softball
- Swimming and Diving
- Tennis
- Volleyball

Women’s Programming
Women are engaged throughout campus, but there are also many opportunities to promote their leadership and advancement.
- Women’s Awareness Month
- Women’s Leadership Conference
- Women in the Wilderness
- Women, Science, and Technology
- Women in Engineering
- Society of Women in Business
- Women@CC
- Women in Architecture
- 14 Sororities

WOMEN’S RECRUITMENT TEAM
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